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HOW TO BEGIN KEEPING GOOD BOOKS
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”

Lao Tzu

 

“Well, that’s not right.” 

 

The speaker was the owner of a small manufacturing company. We had just

opened his aged accounts receivable summary in Quickbooks. Scattered across

the columns from “current” through “90 days past due” were a smattering of

confusing negative numbers along with some numbers showing money due

from customers he was “sure” had paid. There was even a number he pointed to

and said: “I’ll never collect that.”

 

We next opened his balance sheet and started looking at the accounts listed

there.

 

“Do you have $240,000 cash in the bank?” That’s what the balance sheet

showed.

 

“Ha!” he answered, “more like $24,000.”

 

“How about inventory? Do you have inventory? You’re not showing any on your

balance sheet. And what about your credit card balances and accounts payable?

Are those numbers right?” 

 

Yes, he had inventory, but no idea how much, and, no, the credit card balances

didn’t match his credit card statements. He provided an accounts payable

number from a spreadsheet on his desk, but it didn’t match the number on the

balance sheet. We kept going through the balance sheet accounts with similar
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results. When we reached the equity accounts he said: “I don’t know what

those numbers mean.”

 

As we talked further, it became apparent that he managed the company by

looking at his cash balance online and by relying on Excel spreadsheets his

bookkeeper created to track payments and charges for receivables and

payables.

 

“You know,” I said, “until all of the numbers on your balance sheet are

accurate, you have no way of knowing what’s going on in your business or

what to do about it if you don’t like it. You can’t even know if you’re making

money.”

 

“I understand,” he said, “but it’s frustrating. I’d like to have good books, and

I’d like to know how to use them, but I don’t know what to do about it and,

besides, I’m too busy to take on another project.”

 

Does any of that sound familiar?

 

My articles Financials Explained Without Numbers or Math; The Balance

Sheet: The Ultimate Scorecard and Five Things You Need to Know About

Your Income Statement help explain why good books are critical to

business decisions. My articles Breakeven: What It Is and Why It Matters;

Where Did My Cash Go?; and How to Build a House for Free provide

examples of how to use books to make better decisions and more money. If

you are convinced by my articles or otherwise that you need to set up and

keep good books, the next step is to do it. The problem is that most

business owners, at least the ones I talk with, don’t know how to proceed.

Well, here’s how:
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Whether you’ve been keeping inadequate books for 26 years like my

manufacturer friend, or you are just beginning to keep books, the process is

the same.

7  STEPS  TO  GET  STARTED  WITH  GOOD

BOOKS

Step one is to hire a qualified accountant. Do NOT try to transform or set up

your books yourself. It would not be the best use of your time, and you

don’t have the knowledge or experience to do it well. (If you did, you would

already have good books.) Any good CPA or really good bookkeeper can

set up useful books for your company, but be forewarned: most won’t.

Although it is not always their fault, I have countless examples of

accountants who take on the task but never complete it. You will have to

interview accountants to find one who is enthusiastic and committed to

helping you.

Step two is to establish a completion date for the project. Without a

deadline, bookkeeping projects always seem to mush on indefinitely. It

doesn't have to be that way. Set a date, stick to it, and hold everyone

involved accountable for getting it done properly and on time.

Step three is to keep up your end of the bargain. This is your project and

your priority. The number one reason accountants don’t complete projects

on schedule is that business owners do not give them the information they

need.

Step four is for the accountant to reconcile your entire balance sheet. Good

books always begin with a balance sheet that is correct as of a specific

date. In order to produce one, your accountant must reconcile every line on

your balance sheet with something: your bank, your credit card statements,
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accounts receivable invoices, statements from vendors, bills, vehicle loan

documents, mortgages, leases, depreciation schedules, prior tax returns

and more. Expect to be bombarded constantly by requests for documents

and explanations. The bad news is that this can (will) be a tedious and

annoying process. The good news is that, once done, you will have

accurate, current, and useful information that will be much easier to

maintain than it was to compile.

 

Step five is for the accountant to organize your profit and loss statement.

The accountant should separate your Overhead expenses from Cost of

Goods Sold expenses so that you can see your margins know your

breakeven. He or she will re-classify items such as taxes, car payments and

owner draws that are frequently miscatagorized as expenses, and will make

bookkeeping entries to best match income with expenses.

 

Step six is for your bookkeeper to work with the accountant to write

processes detailing how and when to make routine bookkeeping entries. At

a minimum, you should receive written, step-by-step instructions explaining

how to :

 

- Invoice customers

- Receive payments from customers

- Make bank deposits

- Enter bills

- Pay bills

- Enter and pay credit card charges

- Separate and record interest and principle for loan payments

- Track inventory
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- Make inventory adjustments

- Separate overhead expense from cost of goods sold

- Make adjustments to match sales and expenses

- Handle customer prepayment deposits

- Preserve receipts for expenses

- Make monthly depreciation entries

 

That’s a lot of processes, but once established they quickly become

routine.

 

Step Seven is to set up a process for closing you books each month. Your

accountant should “close” your books every month by reconciling all of the

accounts on the balance sheet and by checking the profit and loss

statement for matching issues and misplaced entries. Closing your books

every month ensures that the information you rely on is current and

accurate. Closing keeps you current on the condition of your business and

protects against embezzlement. Monthly closing also provides a recent

benchmark to refer to when looking for future, inevitable bookkeeping

errors.

 

If you don’t use your books because - like the manufacture above - you

know they are inaccurate, you are missing out on the most powerful tool in

business management. If you are not convinced, read my articles - and

maybe talk to your banker and a successful business peer. If you are

convinced, commit and get started. Without you as a dedicated champion,

it will never happen.

 

If you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to mail me at

Martin@annealbc.com or visit www.annealbc.com
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LEARN  MORE  FROM  MARTIN  AT  ANNEALBC .COM

Martin Holland

     Martin Holland is the son of a successful entrepreneur. He grew up hearing about 

margins and markets, R&D and sales, risk and return on investment. He learned to love 

the language and rigors of business and grew to believe that business is both the most 

human of all endeavors and the highest calling. After selling a company in 2011, Martin 

became a coach in order to help other owners build profitable businesses that do not 

require their day-to-day involvement.

     A native of Norman, Martin earned a B.A. degree from Hastings College in Hastings, 

Nebraska and a Masters in Business Administration degree from the University of 

Oklahoma. Over the past 7 years he has written business plans that have raised over 

$52.4 million in bank and investor financing. He has helped 157 (and counting) business 

owners reduce stress and increase performance through clarity of purpose, better 

marriages, more money, and more free time away from the business.
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